
FFor some, finding their forever home is  
only a dream, but for Sandra and Sharn, their dreams have finally come true. 

After falling in love with the family-friendly Roseland neighbourhood 
in Burlington, it was only a matter of time before they found the house 
that, together with designers from Elizabeth Interiors they turned into 
their home. “Sharn instantly fell in love with the house, but it took a little 
more convincing for me,” Sandra recalls. After looking past the white, 
uncharacteristic walls and considering what a designer could do to the 
spacious 3,700 sq. ft. home, she was convinced. 

The Burlington-based design specialists at Elizabeth Interiors bring 
talent and imagination to transforming homes into a perfect reflection 
of the owner’s individual taste, personality, lifestyle and vision. After 
meeting with the designers and taking a couple of walks through the 
home, Sandra was confident that Pamela Lahey and Michelle Mazzilli 

were a perfect fit for their redesign. “We felt that that they really knew 
what we wanted, which made the process that much more simple and 
relaxing. They turned something that could have been a trying experience 
into one that was effortless and enjoyable.” 

“We were able to achieve an immediate wow factor effect upon 
entering the home, an opportunity we recognized from the initial 
walkthrough, and we went with it,” says Michelle.

The couple chose to leave behind the décor from their previous home 
and began work on the redesign with a blank slate. Sandra first gathered 
inspiration by flipping through the pages of magazines in search of a 
classic design that would not easily become outdated. 

With a strong sense of what the couple wanted, Pamela and Michelle 
stepped in and made their visions a reality. “We put together a room-
by-room floor plan and presented our ideas to Sandra,” says Pamela. “It 
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REDESIGN

A lighter wall colour 
brightened the walls 
and strategically placed 
furniture and an area rug 
defined and transformed 
the space. OPPOSITE 
LEFT: A pint-sized table by 
the window creates a space 
for the girls to play or have 
a snack. OPPOSITE RIGHT: 
Stools at the island provide 
additional seating.
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was such an easy process since Sandra and Sharn loved almost all of our 
ideas, allowing us to get to work with little issue.” Access to a wide array 
of furniture, accessories and textiles allowed Pamela and Michelle to 
hand-pick and custom-order items for a truly unique look.

With three young girls in the family, it was important for the house to 
not only be designed to their personal style, but be child-friendly as well. 
“We wanted to make sure that our kids feel at home in the house and that 
they are free to play,” Sandra explains. 

Walking through the newly-stained, dark-brown front door and 

into the foyer and elegant living area, your mind is opened to endless 
possibilities. Tall windows encompass the entry and staircase, allowing 
sunlight to flow naturally into the home. The open risers that once 
adorned the staircase were enclosed and a plush runner was added for 
both beauty and the safety of the girls. A gold side table and intricately 
crafted mirror provide sparkle.

Just steps away from the front entrance, the main living room sets the 
stage for the home. Not only is it an elegant space in which to unwind 
and relax, a custom bookcase allows the family to incorporate their love 

A deeper wall colour allows the character of the stone fireplace to become a focal 
point. ABOVE: Gold accents in the entry provide a glimmer of sophistication. 
OPPOSITE: Splashes of colour in the family room create the perfect backdrop 
for the family of five to cuddle or relax on the custom sofa. BELOW RIGHT: The 
chandelier and mirror add a hint of sparkle and drama in the dining room. 

Continued on page 40
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of reading into the space. Skirted charcoal sofas, clean-lined, exposed 
wood and occasional chairs encircle a glass coffee table. The space is both 
elegant and functional.

Spending quality time together is extremely important for Sandra 
and Sharn, which is why the formal dining room was designed with the 
whole family in mind. Simple but dramatic wall trim provides definition. 
An elegant Strauss crystal chandelier reflects light in every direction, 
saturates the warm grey room and highlights the natural walnut tones 
in the circular dining table. The metallic detail in the recessed ceiling 
provides a dramatic focal point. “The home is sophisticated, user friendly 
and elegant,” Pamela says. “There is now a sense of romance and elegance 
to the home that it was once lacking.”

The kitchen was the one room that required very little tweaking. High 
white cupboards encompass sleek, stainless steel appliances and provide ample 
storage. A long centre island provides additional workspace and seating. 

Just off the kitchen in the family room, a stone fireplace flanked by built-
in benches adds dimension to the room. Deep earth tones anchor the space, 

and sheer drapes grace the french doors and provide an unencumbered view 
of the backyard. To round out the custom designed interior, the backyard is 
just as functional and exquisite, boasting a hot tub, pool and newly added 
shower to help keep outdoor fun where it belongs. 

A major part of the redesign was to infuse the space with warmth 
and personality. Textured wallpaper in the main floor powder room and 
master bedroom bring new life into the rooms that no colour of paint 
could. In the master bedroom, a lush carpet adds luxury, and dramatic, 
yet simple drum fixtures hang from the ceiling to add function and visual 
interest.

Every inch was transformed into a functional, family-friendly space. 
“It’s a very practical house,” Sandra explains. “Every room has its purpose 
and no space is wasted.” 

For Sandra and Sharn, what started out as a redesign turned into the 
creation of a home. They couldn’t be happier. Michelle sums up the entire 
redesign perfectly, “The simple fact that they are happy with their home 
is the ultimate compliment.”  OH

The dated and barren walls were replaced with elegant wallpaper, soft lighting 
and sumptuous fabrics to create a dreamy master bedroom retreat.
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